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Lillian Judd used experience
to spread kindness. A3
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paddleboarding’s popularity
growing across county. D1
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“The focus on the early vote and the focus on diversity I think
is really a big piece of how and why we won.”

ELECTION 2016

How Clinton won state
BUFFY WICKS, state director for Hillary Clinton’s presidential campaign

Lynda
Hopkins

Noreen
Evans

No clear
winner
for west
county
Hopkins, Evans will face
off in fall for open seat for
5th District supervisor
By ANGELA HART
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

ANDREW BURTON / NEW YORK TIMES

CANVASSING THE STATE: Democratic presidential candidate Hillary Clinton speaks during a campaign stop May 26 in San Francisco. Clinton’s California campaign
banked on aggressively targeting people likely to vote by mail, who tend to be older and frequent voters.

PRIMARY » Campaign took
methodical approach to rally
voters in, out of strongholds
By SEEMA MEHTA

INSIDE

Bernie Sanders

H

LOS ANGELES TIMES

illary Clinton won a commanding victory
over Bernie Sanders in the California primary
because she meticulously targeted voters, ventured outside of traditional Democratic strongholds
and sharpened her focus on the stakes of a Donald
Trump presidency.
Ultimately, the Clinton campaign’s methodical effort
beat the undeniable enthusiasm among Sanders’ supporters, who turned out by the thousands every time
he held a rally in the state.
“You can have a lot of excitement and a compelling
message and inspire people, but if they don’t show up
to vote, it doesn’t matter,” said Rose Kapolczynski, a
longtime advisor to Sen. Barbara Boxer. Kapolczynski
TURN TO CLINTON » PAGE A5

■ Independent Bernie
Sanders has became
the voice of change for
liberal voters / B4

Donald Trump

■ Donald Trump,
Sanders spurring party
leaders to impose order
on campaigns / B1

A HISTORIC MOMENT »
Significance of Clinton’s win
is another source of division
By PATRICK HEALY AND SHERYL GAY STOLBERG

W

NEW YORK TIMES

hen Hillary Clinton swept onto the stage at
her victory rally Tuesday night, the thunderbolt of history struck many Americans,
no matter their love or loathing for her: A woman
could be the next president of the United States.
But like so much about Clinton, her speech,
which lit up televisions and smartphones and social
media all day Wednesday, also produced conflicting
emotions.
For some, it was an inspiring moment that
brought home in a visceral way that Clinton is the
first woman to become the presumptive nominee of
a major party. For others, there were chills and discomfort that this next step forward in our national

The two rivals set to face off
this November for Efren Carrillo’s west county seat on the
Sonoma County Board of Supervisors, Lynda Hopkins and Noreen Evans, struck a reflective
tone Wednesday after six months
of
campaigning that sepa- INSIDE
rated them by ■ Tuesday’s
slightly more election turnout
than 400 votes hits nearly 50
in preliminary percent among
results
from voters in Sonoma
Tuesday’s elec- County / A2
tion.
■ Susan Gorin
E l e c t i o n gives a show of
officials
said confidence about
10,000 to 12,000 avoiding a runoff
ballots remain vote for the 1st
u n c o u n t e d District supervisor
from the west seat / A3
county district,
enough to potentially determine
who comes out first among the
top two vote-getters. Hopkins
had received 39.7 percent of the
vote to 37.9 for Evans.
The untallied ballots include
those that were dropped off at
polling places Monday or Tuesday, those that were dropped
in the mail Tuesday, and provisional ballots that are still being
counted by elections officials.
They don’t expect to have an
exact count on the number of
outstanding ballots in the race
until Friday, said Liz Acosta,
the county’s deputy Registrar of
Voters.
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NBA FINALS
GAME 3: CAVALIERS 120, WARRIORS 90

Warriors’ title run hits bumpy road
By PHIL BARBER
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

W

CHRISTOPHER CHUNG / THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Warriors’ Klay Thompson, center,
goes to the basket against the Cavaliers on Wednesday in Cleveland.
The Warriors lead the series, 2-1.
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CLEVELAND
ith 11 seconds left in the third quarter,
Stephen Curry scooped up the ball after an
official had called a foul and lazily went up
for a practice lay-up. LeBron James blocked the shot.
Even during a timeout on the floor, the Cavaliers’
MVP wasn’t about to allow the Warriors’ MVP an
easy basket.
Trampled and embarrassed during the first two
games in Oakland, the Cavs fought back in Game 3 on
Wednesday, smoking the Warriors 120-90 and proving
that, while Golden State remains in the driver’s seat, the
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NBA Finals will not be a relaxing jaunt along the coast.
The Warriors lead the series 2-1, with Game 4 set
for Friday in Cleveland.
And while coach Steve Kerr and his team might be
able to chalk up Wednesday’s result to an off night,
they have to be a little concerned with their star
shooters. Curry (19 points) and Klay Thompson (10)
were thoroughly outplayed by James (32 points) and
point guard Kyrie Irving (30), giving Cleveland hope
it can steal the Warriors’ crown.
“If you let your guard down, and the other team
is angry, you can see this kind of turnaround,” Kerr
said after the game.
Now, he needs to orchestrate a turnaround in the
other direction.

WINE VISION COMING TO SR: Global industry

conference selects Sonoma County for its first
forum in the United States, officials say / B8
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No one can protect the
basket like 7-foot Aussie
Andrew Bogut / C1
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